The range of horizontal disparities for which single vision is experienced, referred to as Panum's fusional range, increases in the left and right periphery and is approximately symmetrical around the empirical horizontal horopter. No corresponding data have been published specifying the range and locus of symmetry for the range of fusible horizontal disparities for locations above and below the horizontal plane of regard. We mapped the empirical horizontal and vertical horopters using a minimum motion paradigm and then measured the fusional volume in the horizontal plane of regard and for locations in the median plane above and below the fixation point. We show that the fusional range of horizontal disparities increases to the left and right, and above and below fixation and is symmetrical about the empirical horizontal and vertical horopters.
INTRODUCTION
Wheatstone [21] demonstrated that the vivid stereoscopic depth experienced in natural vision is also experienced when two images of a three-dimensional scene, containing binocular disparities, are presented to the two eyes. 3D television, cinema, medical imaging and other technologies exploit this phenomenon with specialized displays and viewer-worn glasses. Over a limited range, the sign and magnitude of horizontal disparities underlie the reliable perception of relative depth of objects in space. When disparities are small, single vision and precise depth are experienced. When disparities are large, double vision ensues and depth perception is degraded. Double vision contributes to visual discomfort among 3D media viewers [22] [12] . Researchers have suggested techniques to reduce the occurrence of double vision due to large disparities in 3D media, such as restricting the range of binocular disparities [10] , or tailoring the parallax distribution in the display to maximize comfort [12] [13] . Improvements to these approaches would be informed by mapping the range and distribution of fusible disparities across the central visual field. This is the goal of the present paper.
The sign and magnitude of binocular disparities are specified in reference to corresponding points in the two eyes. Geometric corresponding points are those that are an equal distance and direction from the center of the fovea in the two eyes. Assuming the eyes are identical globes with upright viewing, the loci in space from which images project to identical locations in the two eyes form an arc that intersects the fixation point and the optical nodal points of the two eyes [8] . This is called the geometric horizontal horopter. A second set of loci projecting images to corresponding points falls along a line perpendicular to the geometric horizontal horopter intersecting the fixation point, called the geometric vertical horopter. Together, these components form the geometric space horopter, illustrated in Fig. 1 . Researchers and 3D media technologies routinely use this as the zero disparity reference for their display systems.
Fig 1.
(a) Illustration of the geometric horizontal horopter. With fixation on the black dot, the dot's images project to the fovea in each eye. Geometry dictates that the images of the grey squares project to corresponding points in the two eyes. (b) Illustration of the Geometric vertical horopter. With fixation on the black dot, objects situated on a vertical line will project images to corresponding points in the two eyes (e.g. the grey square).
Psychophysical investigations determining the loci in space that are perceived in identical directions from both eyes have mapped out a shallower curve than the geometric horizontal horopter [7] [15] [19] . This set of loci is referred to as the empirical horizontal horopter. The loci above and below the fixation point that satisfy the criterion of identical visual directions approximate a line tilted top away from the viewer [6] [11] [18] [4] [3] , called the empirical vertical horopter (see Fig. 2 ). The backward inclination of the vertical horopter is optimal for viewing inclined surfaces at relatively short distances [3] . For display systems that use the geometric model of correspondence as the reference for zero disparity, the mismatch between the geometric model and the empirical horopter could affect the range of fusible disparities and contribute to fatigue and discomfort experienced after prolonged viewing of 3D displays [12] [20]. This mismatch is particularly pronounced between the geometric vertical horopter and the empirical vertical horopter. The range of binocular disparities that give rise to single vision is called Panum's fusional range [16] and spans the range between the maximum uncrossed disparity to the maximum crossed disparity for which single vision is perceived. Measurements of Panum's fusional range have been restricted to the horizontal plane of regard [e.g. 14]. See Fig. 2(a) for an illustration. These studies have shown that the range of fusible horizontal disparities is approximately centered on the empirical horizontal horopter and that the range of disparities for which single vision is experienced increases with eccentricity (eccentricity refers to the horizontal deviation, measured as an angle, from the midline of the body). On the other hand, there are no published reports of systematic measurements of the range of fusible horizontal disparities for locations in the upper and lower visual fields. Recently, Grove and Ono [5] showed that the mid-point of the range of fusible orientation disparities in line stimuli in the upper visual field was displaced relative to the mid-point for lines in the lower visual field. This was consistent with predictions based on the backward inclination of the empirical vertical horopter (also see Banks and Backus [1] for a published abstract). For a complete understanding of binocular fusion mechanisms and to guide the development of more ergonomic 3D media, it is necessary to extend the mapping of locations across a significant portion of the visual field to determine the fusional limits to the left, right, above and below the point of fixation. In this paper we report measurements defining the fusional range of horizontal disparities in the horizontal and median planes. Indeed, we show that the empirical horopter [19] [11] [4] [17] has special status in binocular visual perception and that the range of disparities for which single vision is perceived is symmetrical about these loci, most notably the empirical vertical horopter, and not about locations predicted by the geometric model.
We conducted five experiments in this investigation. Two experiments mapped the empirical horizontal and vertical horopters. Two experiments measured the fusional volume in the horizontal plane of regard and for locations in the median plane above and below the fixation point. A final experiment measured the torsional posture of the eyes to ensure the vertical horopter and fusion measurements above and below fixation were not contaminated with torsional eye movements.
GENERAL METHODS

Participants
The two authors and two participants, naïve to specific hypotheses being tested, participated. All participants had normal binocular vision. Owing to the duration and difficulty of the experiments, we recruited experienced psychophysical observers. In Section 4 we describe additional data collected from 26 naïve observers that yielded compatible results.
Apparatus and stimuli
In all experiments, stimuli were drawn and scripted using Matlab with Psychophysics toolbox extensions [2] and were run on a Mac Pro computer. Stimuli were presented on separate 24-inch Macintosh cinema displays which were carefully calibrated so that they faced one another and were parallel. Observers viewed all stimuli via two front-silvered mirrors oriented at ±45 degrees to the median plane of the head. The calibration procedure was the same as described previously [4] . The optical distance and convergence distance were both 65cm. Each pixel subtended 1.46 min arc. Rectangular apertures were placed between each mirror and each display to restrict each eye's field of view to just the display portion of screens. Participants' heads were restrained in a chin and forehead rest that was adjusted for each participant, ensuring that their pupils were at the same height as the center of the display. Responses were recorded with a button press on a computer keyboard.
For all experimental tasks observers fixated a central black dot (diameter 7.3 min arc) surrounded by a black annulus (diameter 21.9 min arc, width 2.9 min arc). Vertical Nonius lines (14.6 X 2.9 min arc) flanked the circular annulus. All test stimuli in the empirical horopter measurements were black disks (diameter 69 arc min). Test stimuli in the fusion measurements were black ovals (45 arc min high and 11 arc min wide). All test stimuli were presented against a white background.
Experiment 1: measuring the empirical vertical
horopter To measure the empirical vertical horopter, we employed the method of minimum apparent interocular motion [11] [9] [4] . We collected measurements at each of 14 elevations (±467.2, ±350.4, ±292, ±233.6, ±175.2 ±116.8 and ±58.4 arc min) above and below the fixation point in the median plane. In this procedure, dichoptic black disks were presented alternately to each eye with an alternation rate of 0.83 Hz. The observers' task was to fixate the center of the display and null the apparent motion of the test stimuli by adjusting their horizontal positions on the display. On a given trial a black circle was initially presented to the right eye, 29.2 arc min to the left of the center of the display, this Illustration of the dichoptic images used in Experiment 1. At Time 1 (upper two panels), a black disk was presented to the left eye, displaced from the median plane while the right eye only saw the fixation stimulus. At Time 2 (lower two panels), the black disk was presented to the right eye, displaced to the opposite side of the median plane of the disk presented to the left eye, while the left eye only saw the fixation stimulus. The resulting perception of apparent horizontal motion is illustrated in the bottom panel.
disk was presented for 600 ms and then disappeared. Immediately after, a disk at the same elevation was presented to the left eye, 29.2 min arc to the right of the center of the display for 600 ms. As these right and left eyes' images alternated, the observer perceived the disk jumping right and then left. Observers were instructed to adjust the horizontal positions of the left and right eye disks such that no horizontal motion was seen. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In half the trials, the left and right eyes' images were in the initial positions described above. On the other half, the right eye's image initially appeared to the right of the median plane and the left eye's image appeared to the left of the median plane. Observers completed 4 adjustments (2 in each direction) at each elevation for a total of 56 randomly ordered trials.
Experiment 2: measuring the empirical horizontal
horopter For the empirical horizontal horopter measurements, observers nulled interocular apparent motion at each of eight eccentricities (±467.2, ±350.4, ±233.6 and ±116.8 arc min) to the right and left of fixation. The task and initial horizontal offsets of the targets were the same as Experiment 1. The procedure is illustrated in Fig 4. Observers completed 4 adjustments (2 in each direction) at each location for a total of 32 randomly ordered trials. The initial offsets of the targets were centered on each of the eight eccentricities listed above.
Fig. 4. Illustration of the dichoptic images used in Experiment 2.
At Time 1, a black disk was presented to the left eye, displaced from the eccentricity being measured while the right eye only saw the fixation stimulus. At Time 2, the black disk is presented to the right eye, displaced to the opposite side of the eccentricity being measured, while the left eye only saw the fixation stimulus. The resulting perception is illustrated in the bottom panel.
Experiment 3: fusion limits in the upper and lower visual fields
In the fusion experiments, we used black ovals, (45 arc min high and 11 arc min wide), presented simultaneously, as the experimental stimuli. The ovals were chosen so that observers would use a single stable criterion of the presence or absence of diplopia to evaluate fusion. Stimuli were either presented initially in the plane of the display (zero disparity and fused) or with an initial crossed or uncrossed disparity (73 min arc and clearly diplopic). There were two types of stimulus presentation in the task, ascending and descending trials. On ascending trials, participants increased the disparity from zero until two entirely separate ovals could be perceived at which point they recorded the disparity value with a key press. On descending trials participants reduced the disparity until the initially diplopic stimulus appeared to fuse into a single percept at which point they pressed a key to record the disparity. Participants completed 2 ascending and 2 descending trials for crossed and uncrossed disparity at each of the 14 elevations measured in Experiment 1, for a total of 112 randomly ordered trials. See Fig 5 for an illustration of ascending and descending trials for uncrossed disparity. 5 . Examples of the procedure to measure diplopia thresholds. In (a), ascending trials began with the target in the plane of the display and appeared single (top figure) . Disparity was increased until the target was seen as double (bottom figure) . In (b), descending trials began with the target presented with a large disparity and diplopic (top figure). Disparity was reduced until the target was seen as single (bottom figure). Same procedure was used for crossed disparity, not illustrated.
Experiment 4: fusion limits in the left and right visual
fields The stimuli and presentation protocol were identical to Experiment 3 except participants completed the fusion measurements at each of the eight locations measured in Experiment 2, for a total of 64 randomly ordered trials.
Experiment 5: measuring eye torsion
This Experiment was conducted to ensure that torsional eye movements did not contaminate either the empirical vertical horopter measurements (Experiment 1) or the horizontal fusion measurements above and below the fixation point (Experiment 3). We used a modified version of the minimum motion paradigm in which the dots were displaced vertically from the horizontal plane of regard in opposite directions in the two eyes so that the resulting interocular apparent motion was vertical. If the eyes are torsionally aligned such that the left and right horizontal meridians are aligned, observers' settings to minimize apparent motion should be close to zero at each eccentricity. The procedure is illustrated in Fig 6. We collected measurements at each of 14 eccentricities (±467.2, ±350.4, ±292, ±233.6, ±175.2 ±116.8 and ±58.4 arc min) to the left and right of the fixation point in the horizontal plane. As in the horopter measurements, dichoptic black disks were presented alternately to each eye with an alternation rate of 0.83 Hz. The task consisted of 56 trials, 4 at each of the eight eccentricities with trial order randomized for each participant.
RESULTS
Although the five experiments were conducted separately, it is instructive to report the data from Experiment 1, empirical vertical horopter measurements, and Experiment 3, horizontal disparity fusion limits together as a function of elevation (see Fig. 7 ). Similarly, we report the data from Experiment 2, empirical horizontal horopter measurements, and Experiment 4, horizontal disparity fusion limits together as a function of eccentricity (see Fig. 8 ).
Empirical vertical horopter
For each observer, we calculated the mean horizontal offsets required to null interocular apparent motion at each elevation. The solid black line in Fig. 7 represents the group mean offsets, in angular terms. A clear pattern of horizontal offsets required to null apparent motion can be seen with increasing negative offsets indicating displacements of the right eye's image leftward and the left eye's image rightward for elevations further below the fixation point. The opposite pattern is observed for locations above the fixation point, with increasingly positive offsets indicating displacements of the right eye's images to the right and the left eye's images displaced to the left for larger elevations. The patterns of displacements above and below the fixation point are consistent with actual locations in space further in front of the display for elevations further below the fixation point and locations further beyond the display for elevations further above the fixation point, replicating previous reports of the backward inclination of the empirical vertical horopter [11] [4] [3] .
A standard control for vertical horopter measurements is to ensure that torsional eye movements have not contaminated the measurements of empirical corresponding points. We collected that control data in Experiment 5 and present those measurements in Fig. 9 . It is clear that there are no systematic torsional eye movements contaminating our measurements. Nevertheless, the empirical corresponding points data presented in Fig. 7 have been corrected such that any measureable contaminating influence from torsional eye movements has been removed. See section 3.5 for a complete description of the correction procedure. 
Fusion around the vertical horopter
For each observer, we calculated the mean of the ascending, single to double, and descending, double to single, trials for crossed disparity and uncrossed disparity, respectively. The group mean fusion thresholds are plotted in Fig. 7 as solid squares and circles as a function of elevation. Two patterns are apparent in this figure. First, the fusion thresholds for crossed and uncrossed disparity increase with elevation as evidenced in the figure by the diversion of the solid squares and solid circles with increases in elevation. Second, the empirical vertical horopter falls in middle of the fusional range. This is clearly illustrated by the close match of the dashed gray line marking the mid-point of the fusional range with the solid black line marking the empirical vertical horopter data. Clearly, the fusional range of horizontal disparities above and below fixation in the median plane of the head is centered on the empirical vertical horopter.
We carried out the same correction for the small torsional eye movements, measured in Experiment 5, on the mean fusional data as we did for the empirical vertical horopter data, discussed in section 3.1. Therefore, the data in Fig. 7 show the mean fusional range of horizontal disparities after any contaminating effects of torsional eye movements have been removed. See section 3.5 for a complete description of the correction procedure.
Empirical horizontal horopter
For each observer, we calculated the mean horizontal offsets required to null interocular apparent horizontal motion at each eccentricity. The solid black line in Fig. 8 represents the group mean offsets, in angular terms. As expected, the empirical horizontal horopter measurements trace a slightly shallower curve than the geometric horizontal horopter (light dashed line), replicating previous reports [19] .
Fusion around the horizontal horopter
For each observer, we calculated the mean of the ascending, single to double, and descending, double to single, trials for crossed disparity and uncrossed disparity, respectively. The group mean fusion thresholds are plotted in Fig. 8 as solid squares and circles as a function of eccentricity. Two patterns are apparent in this figure. First the fusion thresholds for crossed and uncrossed disparity tend to increase with eccentricity as evidenced in the figure by the diversion of the solid squares and solid circles with increases in eccentricity. Second, the empirical horizontal horopter falls in middle of the fusional range, replicating previous reports [14] . This is clearly illustrated by the close match of the dashed gray line marking the mid-point of the fusional range with the solid black line marking the empirical horizontal horopter data.
Torsional eye movements
For each participant, we calculated the mean vertical offset required to minimize interocular apparent vertical motion at each eccentricity. These data are shown in Fig. 9 for each of the four participants. It is clear from the figure that torsional eye movements were very small and could not account for the pattern of results reported for Experiments 1 and 3 shown in Fig. 7 . Nevertheless, we checked the sign and magnitude of each observer's mean vertical offset at each eccentricity to see whether it was consistent with excyclotorsion or incyclotorsion of the eyes. If the value was consistent with excyclotorsion, we subtracted this value out of the corresponding empirical vertical horopter measurement at the equivalent elevation for that observer. This reduced the displacement of the left and right eyes' images in the empirical vertical horopter measurements at that elevation by the amount equal to the excyclotorsion of the eyes. Alternatively, if the mean vertical offset was consistent with incyclotorsion eye movements for that observer, we added that value to the empirical vertical horopter data at the corresponding elevation. If torsional eye movements were the only factor responsible for the backward inclination of the empirical vertical horopter, the corrected data would be zero at each elevation. We also applied identical corrections to the fusion data. Therefore, the data shown in Fig. 7 are free of contamination from torsional eye movements.
DISCUSSION
The data from our five experiments replicates three previously reported phenomena and extends our understanding of binocular fusion limits in the upper and lower visual field. First, we replicated previous reports that the empirical vertical horopter is inclined top away from the observer [11] [4] [17] [3] . Second, we replicated the early measurements of the empirical horizontal horopter [19] . Third, we replicated the finding that the range of fusible horizontal disparities is centered on the empirical horizontal horopter [15] . Our novel results showed, for the first time, that the range of fusible horizontal disparities is also centered on the empirical vertical horopter. The entire fusional range in the median plane is biased such that it is inclined backwards to the same extent as the empirical vertical horopter. A natural extension to these measurements would be to replicate the vertical horopter measurements for locations to the left and right of the median plane [4] and then measure the horizontal disparity fusion limits around these loci. This would map a fusional volume for central vision, further informing the distribution of parallax in stereoscopic media. The results reported here, based on 4 experienced psychophysical observers, are representative of the observations we have made with larger numbers of inexperienced observers. For example, we collected similar measurements to those reported in section 3.2 and illustrated in Fig. 7 from 26 observers. Empirical vertical horopter measurements for 16 out of 23 observers showed a clear backwards inclination. Nevertheless, the fusional range of horizontal disparities was clearly centered on the empirical vertical horopter for all 23 observers consistent with our data in section 3.2.
Our results show that the geometric model of correspondence is not optimal as a zero disparity reference if the goal is to minimize diplopia and fatigue when viewing 3D media. This model would predict equivalent fusion limits for crossed and uncrossed disparities in both the upper and lower visual fields relative to a vertical plane. Our data clearly show that fusion limits are higher for crossed disparities than for uncrossed disparities in the lower visual field, but the opposite is the case in the upper visual field with higher fusion limits for uncrossed disparities than for crossed disparities. Therefore, Nojiri et al's [12] [13] observation that observers prefer stereoscopic images with uncrossed disparities in the upper visual field and crossed disparities in the lower visual field is supported by our direct fusion measurements. Furthermore, a wider range of disparities is available if they are centered on the empirical vertical horopter rather than the geometric vertical horopter. Fig. 10 illustrates a side view of the relationship between true vertical, the empirical vertical horopter, and the fusional area measured in our experiments. As suggested by our data and the figure, stereographers should tailor the parallax distribution to the upper and lower visual fields such that the parallax distribution is centered on a reference that is inclined top away from the viewer.
